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We are survival machines, bur 'we' does not mean just people. h
embraces all animals, plants, bacteria, and viruses. The total number
of survival maclllnes on earth is very difficult to count and even the
total number of species is unknown. Taking just insects alone, the
number ofliving species has been estimated at around three million,
and the number of individual insects may be a million million
million.
Different sons of survival machine appe.u very varied on the
outside and in their internal organs. An octopus is nothing like a
mouse, and both are quite different from ::m n:tk. tree. Yet in their
fundamental chemistry they are mther uniform, and, io particubr,
the replicarors dlat they bear, the genes, are basicaUy the same kind
of molecule in aU of us-from bacteria to dephants. We arc all
survival machines for the same kind of rcpJicator-molecules called
DNA-but there are many different ways of making a living in the
world, and the replicarors have built a vast range of machines to
exploit them. A monkey is a machine that preserves genes up trees, a
fish is a machine that preserves genes in the water; there is even a
small worm that preserves genes in German beer mats. DNA works
in mysteriolL~ ways.
For simplicity I have given lhe impression that modem genes,
made of DNA. are much the same as the first replicators in the
primeval soup.ll does not matter for the argument, but this may nor
really be tnJe. The original rcplicators may have been a related kind
of molecule to DNt\, or they may bavc been Loudly differerrr. ln the
latter ca~e we might say tbac their survival machines must have been
seized at a later stage by DNA.. If so, the origill3] replicntors were
utterly dc:stroyeJ, for no trace of them remains in modem survh•al
machines. Along these lines, A. G . Cairns-Smith has made the
intriguing suggestion that our anccstnrs, the first replicarors, may
have been not organic molecules at al~ but inorganic crystals-
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.m inerals, little bitS of clay. Usurper or not, DNA is in undisputed
charge today, w1Jess, as I tentatively suggest in Chapter I 1, a new
seizure of power is now just b eginniog.
A DNA molecule is a long chain of building blocks, small
molecules called nucleotides.just as protein molecules are chains of
amino acids, so ON.'\ molecules are chain:; of oudeotidcs. A DNA
molec ule is too smaU to be seen, bur its exact shape has been
ingeniously worked out by indirect means. lr consists of a pair of
nucleotide chains twisted together in an elegant spiral; 1he 'double
belix'; the 'immorral coil'. The nucleotide building blocks come in
only fom different kinds, wbt>se names may be shortened to A, T, C,
and G. These are the same in aU animals and plants. What differs is
the order in which they are strung togeth.er. A G building block from
11 man is identical in every particular to a G building block from a
snaiL But the sequence of building blocks in a man is not only different
from ·mar in a snail. It is also different-though less so-from the
sequence in tvery other man (except in the special case of idenaical
rwins).
Our DNA lives inside our bodit:.s. It is not concentrated in a
particular part of the body, but is distributed among the cd ls. There
are about a thousand million million cells ma.lcing up an average
human body, and, with some exceptions which we can ignore, every
one ofthose ceUs contains a complete copy of that body's DNA. This
DNA Can be regarded as a set ofinstructions for bow to make a body,
wrinen in theA, T, C, G alphabet of the nuclcotides. It is as tbough,
in every room of a gigantic building, there was a book~ase conraining the architeL1 1s plans for the entire building. The 'book-case' in a
cell is called the nucleus. The architect's plans run ro 46 volumes in
man-the number is different in other species. The 'volumes' are
called chromosomes. They are visible under a microscope as long
thrcad'i, and the genes are strung out along them in order. It is not
easy, indeed it may not even be meaningful, to decide where one
gene ends and t he next one begins. Fonunarely, as this chapter will
show, this does not matter· for our purposes.
I shall make use of the metaphor of the architect's plans, freely
mixing the language of the me taphor with the lanbruage of the real
thing. 'Volume• wiU be used interchangeably with chromosome.
' Page' will provisionally be used interchangeably with gene, although
the division betwee n genes is less clear-cut than the division betwee n
the pages of a book. This melaphor wiU take us quite a long way.
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When it finally breaks down I shall intr.oduce other metnphors.
Incidentally, there is ofcourse no 'architect'. The DNA instructions
have been assembled by-narural selection.
DNA molecules do two important things. Firstly they replicate,
that is to say they make t:upies of themselves. This has gone on nunstop ever since th.e beginning of life, and the DNA molecules are
now very good at it indeed. As an adult, you consist uf a thousand
million million cells, but when you were firs~ conceived you were just
a single ceO, endowed with one master copy of the archited's plans.
This cell divided into two, and each of the two cells received its own
copy ofthe plans. Successive divisions took the number of cells up to
4, 8, r6, JZ, and so on into the billions. At every division the DNA
plans were faithfully copiet.l, wilb scarcely any mistakes.
II is one thlogtospcak ofthe duplication of DNA. RutiftheDNA
is reaDy a set of pbns for builtling a body, how are the plans put into
practice? How are they translated into the fabric of the body? This
brings me ro the second important thing DNA does. lt indirectly
supervises the manufacmre ofa different kind of molecule-protein.
The haemoglobin which was men lioned in tile last chapter is just one
example of the enonnous nnge of protein molecules. The coded
message of the DNA, written in the four-letter nucleotide alphabet,
is translated in a simple mechanical way into another alphabet. This
is the alphabet of amino acids which spells out protein molecules.
Making proteins may se(:m a far cry from making a hocly, but it is
the first small step in that direc tion. Proteins not only constirute
much of the physical fabric of the body; they also exe.r t sensitive
cootrol over aU the chemical processes im;ide the cell. selectively
turning them on and off at precise times and in precise places.
Exactly how this eventua.Uy leads to the devdopment of a baby is a
story which it will take decades) perhaps centuries, for embryologists
to work our. But it is a fact that it does. Genes do indirectly control
the manufacture of bodies, and the influence is strictly one way:
acquired chancteristics are not inherited. No matter how much
knowledge and wisdom you acquire during your life, not one jot will
be passed on to your children by genetic means. Each new generation starts from scr:uch. A body is the genes' way of preserving the
genes unaltered.
The evolutionary importance of the fact that genes control
embryonic development is this: it means that genes are at leasl partly
responsible for tbeirown survival in the fu1ure, because their survival
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depends on the efficiency of the bodies in which they live and which
they helped to build. Once upon a time, natural selection consisted
of the differential survival of replicators Roaring free in the primeval
soup. Now, natural selction favours replicarors that are good at
building survival machines, genes that arc skilled -in the art of

controlling embryonic development. In this, the replicators are no
more conscious or purposeful than they ever were. The same old
processes of automatic selection between rival molecules by reason
of their longevity, fecundity, and copying·fidelity, still go on :as
blindly and as inevitably as they did in the far-.ofl' days. Genes hove
no foresjghL They do not plan :ahead. Genes just are, some genes
more s_o lhan others, and that is all there is to it. But the qualities that
determine a gene's longevity and fecundity are not so simple as they
were. Not by a long way.
In recent years- Lhe last six hundred million or S(}-lhe replicators have achieved notable triumphs of survival-machine technology such as tbe muscle, tbc hcan, and the ~ye (evolved several
times independently). Before that, they radically altered fundamental features of their way of life as replicators. which musr
be understood if we are to proceed with the argumenr.
The fi rst thing to grasp about a modem replicator is that it is
highly gregarious. A survival machine is a vehicle containing not jus(
one gene but many thousands. The manufacture of a body is a
cooperative venlure of such intricacy that it is almost impossible to
disentangle the contribution of one gene from that of another.• A
glvcn gene wiU have many different effects on quite differenL parts of
the body. A given part of the body will be influenced by many genes,
and the effect of any one gene depends on interaction with many
others. Some genes act: as mas ter genes controlling the operation of a
cluster of other genes. In terms of the analogy, any given page of the
plans makes reference to many different parts of the huilding; and
each page makes sense only in tenns of cross-references to
nurnemus other pages.
This intricate inter- dependence of genes may make you wonder
why we Ust! the word 'gene' at all. Why not use a colled i ve noun like
'gene complex'?T he answer is tha.t for many purposes that is indeed
quite a brood idea. Bur if we look at things in another wny, it does
make sense too to think of the gene complex as being dhtided up into
discrete · re plicators or genes. This arises because of the
phenomenon of sex. Sexual reproduction has the effect of mixing
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and shuffling·genes. This means that any one individual body is just a
temporary vehicle for a short- lived combination of genes. 'the
combi ffation of genes that is any one individual may be short-lived,
hot the genes themselves are potentially very long-lived. Their paths
constantly cross and recross duwn the generations. One gene may be
regarded as a unit that survives through a large number of successive
individual bodies. This is the central argument that will he developed in this chapter. It is an argument: that some of my most
respected colleagues obstinately refuse to agree with, so you must
forgive me if I seem to labour it! FtrS1 1 musr briefly CJ~;-p]ain the fac ts
nf sex.

I said that the plans for building a human bouy are spelt om in 46
volumes. In fact this was an ovcr-s.iropli6cation. The truth is rather
bizarre. The -1-6 chromosomes consist of 23 p'airs of chromosomes.
We might say thai, filed away in the nucleus of every cell, are two
alternative sets of zJ volumes of plans. Call them Volume 1a and rb,
Volume za and Volume 2b etc., down to Volume 23a and Volume
23h. Ofcourse tbe identifying numbers I use for vulumec£ and, late r,
pages, :are purely arbit.r:uy.
We receive each chromosome intact from one of our two parents,
in whose testis or ovary it was assembled. Volumes Ia, u , 3a, . . .
came, say, from the father. Volumes tb, :2b, Jb, . . . came from the
mother. It is very difficult in practice, but in theory you could look
with a microscope at the 46 chromosomes in any one of your cells,
and pick out the 23 that came from your father and the 23 that came
from your mother.
The paired chromosomes do not spend all their Jives physically in
contact with each other, or even near each other. In wbar sense then
are they ' paired'? In the sense tha i each volume coming originally
from the father can be regarded, page for page, as a direct :lltemative
to one particular volume coming originally from the mothe r. For
instance, Page 6 of Volume 13a and Page 6 of Volume 13h migh1
both be 'about' eye colour; perhaps one says 'blue' while the other
says 'brown'.
Sometimes the two alternative pages are identical, but in other
cases, as in our example of eye colour, they diffe r. If they make
contradictory 'recommendations', what does the body do? The
answer varies. Sometimes one reading prevails over the other. ln the
eye colour example just given, the person would acrually have brown
eyes: the ins1rucriuns for making blue eyes would be ignored in the
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building of the body, though this does not stop them being passed on
to future generations. A gene that t,,. ignored in this way is called
rnessroe. The opposite of a recessive gene is a domi711Jnt gene. The
gene for brown eyes is dominant to the gene for blue eyes. A person
~as blue eyes only if both copies of rhe relevant page are unanimous
in recommending blue eyes. More usU2lly when two alternative
genes are not identical, the result is some kind of compromise-the
body is buill to an interrned.ate design or somel:hing completely

different
\\'hen two genes, like the brown eye and the: blue eye gene, are
rivals for the same slnl on a chromosome, they are called alleles of
each other. For our purposes. the word allele is synonymous with
rival Imagine the volumes of architects' plans as being lnnse-Jeaf

binders, whose pages can be detached and inrerchanged. Every
Volume 13 must have a Page 6, but there aTe several possible Page 6s
which could go in the binder between Page 5 and Page 7. One
version says 'blue eyes', another possible version says 'brown eyes•;
there may be yet other versions in the population at large which speU
out other colours like green. Perhaps there are half a dozen
alternative alleles sitting in the Page 6 position on the 13th chromosomes scattered around th e population as a whole. Any given person
only has two Volume 13 chromosomes. Therefore he can have a
maximum of two alleles .in the Page 6 slot. He may, like a blue-eyed
person, have two copies of the same allele, or be may have any two
alleles chosen from the half dozen alternatives available in tl1c
population at large.
You cannot, of course, literally go and choose your genes from a
pool of genes available to the whole population. At any given time all
the genes are tied up inside individual survival machines. Our genes
are doled out to us at conception. and there is nothing we can do
about this. Nevertheless, there is a sense in which, in the long tenn,
the genes of the popuJation in general can be regarded as a 8m~ pool.
'This phrase is io fact a technical term used by geneticists. The gene
pool is a worthwhile abstraction because sex mixes genes up. albeit in
acarefully organized way. [o particular, something Uke the detaching
and interchanging of pages and wads of pages from loose-leaf
binders really does go on, as we shaH prcsendy see.
I have described the nonnaJ division of a cell into two new cells,
each one receiving a complete copy of all 46 chromosomes. This
normaJ cell division is called mitosis. Dut there is another kind of cell
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division called meiosis. This occurs only in tbe production of the sex
cells; the sperms or eggs. Sperms and eggs are unique among our
cells in that, in~'tead of containing 46 chromosomes, they contain
only 23 . This is, of course, exacdy half of 46-convenient when they
fuse in sexual fenili2ation to make a new individual! Meiosis is a
special kind of cell division, taking place only in testicles and ovaries,
in wlricb a ceU with the fuU double set of 46 chromosome5 divides ro
form sex cell'i with the siog]e set of 2~ (all the time using the human
numbers for illustration).
A sperm, with its 2 3 chromosomes, is made by the meiotic division
ofone of the ordinary 46-chromosome cells in the testicle. Which 23
are pur into any given spenn cell? It is clearly import.anl that a sperm
should not ger just any old 23 chromosomes: it mustn't end up with
two copies ofVolume 13 4Uld none ofVolume 17. It would theoretically he possible fur an individual to endow one of his sperms with
chromosomes which came, s2y, entirely from his mother; that is
Volume 1b, zb, 3b •.. ., 23h. In t:his unlikely event, a child conceived
by the sperm would inherit half her genes from her paternal
grandmother, and none from her paternal grandfather. But in fact
this kind of gross. whole-chromosome distribution does not happen.
The truth is rather more complex. Remember that the volumes
(chromosomes) are to be thought of as loose-leaf binders. What
happens is that, during the m~nufacture of the sperm. single pages,
or rather multi-page chunks, are detached and swapped with the
corresponding chunks from the alternative volume. So, one particular !>'penn cell might make up its Volume t by taking the fi rst65 pages
from Volume ra, and pages 66 to the end from Volume tb. This
spenn cell's other 22 volumes would be made up in a similar way.
Therefore every sperm cell made by ;m individual is unique, even
though all his sperms assembled their 23 chromosomes from bits of
the same set of 46 chromosomes. Eggs are made in a similar way in
ovaries, and they coo are aU unique.
The real-Life mechanics of this mixing are fairly weD understood.
During the manufacture of a sperm (or egg), bits of each paternal
chromosome physically detach themselves and change places wl£h
exactly corresponding bits of maternal chromosome. (Remember
that we arc talking about chromosomes that came originally from the
parents of £be individual making the sperm, i.e., from me paternal
grandparents of the child who is eventually conceived by the sperm).
T he process ofswapping bits of chromosome is called crossi11gWN". lt
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is very important for the whole argument of this book. It means that if
you gor our your microscope and looked at the chromosomes in one
of your own ~;perms (or eggs if you are female) it would be a waste of
time trying ro identify chromosomes that originally came from your
father and chromosomes that originally came from your mother.
(This is in marked contrast to the case of ordinary body cells (see
page l 5).) Any one chromosome in a sperm would be a patchwork, a
mosaic of maternal genes and paternal genes.
The metaphor of the page for the gene starts to break down here.
In a loose-leaf binder a whole page may be inserted, removed or
exchanged, but not a fraction ofa page. But the gene complex is just a
long string e f nucleotide letters, not divided into discrete pages in an
obvious way at aU. To be sure, there are special symbols for END OF
PROTEIN CIWN MESSAGE and ST.'\RT 01:' Pl!.OTEIN CHAIN ." MSSJ\Gt:
written in the same four-letter alphabet as the prorein messages
themselves. 1n between these two punc ruation marks are the coded
instructions for making one protein. If we wish, we am define a
single gene as a sequence of nucleotide letters lying between a STA'RT
and an END symbol, ami coding for one protein chain. The word
cistron has been used for a unit defined in thls way, and some people
use the word gene interchangeably with cistron. But crossing-over
does not respect boundaries between cistrons. Splits may occur
within cistrons as well as between them. It is as though the architect's
plans were written out, not on discrete pages, but on 46 rolls of ticLer
tape. Cistrons are not of fixed length. The only way to tell where one
cistron ends and the next begins would be to read the symbols on she
tape, looking for END Of MESSAGE and START OF MESSAGE symbols.
Crossing-<Jver is represented by taking matching paternal and
maternal tapes, and cutting and exchanging matching portions,
regardless of what is written on them.
In the title of this book the word gene means not a single cistron
but something more subtle. My definition will not be to everyone's
taste, but there is no universally agreed definition of a gene. Even if
there were, there is nothing sacred about definitions. We can define
a word how we like for our own purposes, provided we do so clearly
and unambiguously. The definition I want Louse comes from G. C.
Williams.• A gene is defined as any portion ofchromosomal material
that polenrially lasts for enough genernrions to serve as a unit of
natural selecdon . .In the words of the previous chapter, a gene is a
replicator wirh high copying-fidelity. Copying- fidelity is another way
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ofsaying longevity- in-the-form -of-copies and l sball abb_reviate this
simply to longevity. The definition wiU take s?me i?stifym g.
On any definition, a gene bas ro be a pornun ol a chromosome.
The question is, how big a portion-how much of the ticker tape?
Imagine any sequence of adjacent code-letters on the t.ape. Call the
sequence a g~L unit. It might be a sequen~c of .only te~ letyers
within one cistron; it might be a sequence of e tght ostmns; H m.Jgbt
start and end in mid-cistron. It will overlap with other genetic units.
1t will include smaller units) and it wiUform part of larger units. No
matteT how long or short it is, for the purposes of the present
argument, this is what we are calling a genetic unit It is just a len gth
of chromosome, nor physically differentiated from the rest of the
chromosome in any way.
Now comes the important point. The shorter a generic unit is, the
longer-in generations-it is likely to ~ve. ln particular, the less
likely it is to be split by any one croSSUlg-over. Suppose a whole
chromosome is, on average, likely to undergo one cross-over every
time a sperm or egg is made by meioric division, and this cross-over
can happen anywhere along its length. If we consider a :ery large
genetic unit, say ha)f the l e~gth of th.e chrt)mOSo".'e, .there IS a so p~ r
cent chance rhat the unit will be ~ht at each metosts. If the genettc
unit we are considering is only 1 per cent of the length of the
chromosome we can assume that it has only a 1 per cent chance of
being split in'any one meiotic cJivisjon. This ~ean~ that ~e ~~t c~
expect to survive for a la.rge number ofgeneraoons m the mdmdual s
descendants. A single dstron is likely to be much less than t per cent
of the length ofa chromosome. Even a group ofseveral neighbouring
cistrons can expect to live many generations before being broken up
by crossing over.
.
.
.
The average life-expectancy of a genetic urut can conve.menrly he
expressed i:n generations, which can in rum be tr~nslatcd 1_nto y~ a~s.
Jfwe take a whole chromosome as our presumpttvt: genenc urur, HS
life story lasts for only one ge neration. Suppose it is your ch~o~o
some number 8a, inherited from your father. lt was created. tnstde
one of your fatherts testicles, shortly before you were concetved . It
had never existed before in the whole history of the world. It wus
created by the meiotic shuffling pr~cess, forged by the coming
together of pieces of chromosome from your paternal grandmothe r
and youT paternal grandfather. It was placed inside one p~~cular
spenn, and it was unique. The sperm was one nf several nulltons , a
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vast armada of tiny ve.~>scls, and together they sailed into your
mother. This particular sperm (unless you are a non-identical twin)
was the only one of the flotilla which found harbour in one of your
mother's eggs-that is wby you exist. The generic unit we are
~on.c;idering, _your chromosome number 8a, set about replicating
1tsel~ along wtth all rhe rest of your genetic material. Now it exists, in
duplicate form, aDover your body. But when you in your turn come
to have children, this chromosome wiU be destroyed when yoo
manufacture eggs (or sperms).
o f it will be interchanged with
hits of your maternal chromosome number 8h. In any one sex cell,
a new chromosome number 8 will be created, perhaps 'better' than.
the old one, perhaps 'worse', but, barring a rather improbable
coincidence, definitely dilferent, definitely unique. The life-span of
a chromosome is one generation.
Whar about the life-span ofa smaller genetic unit, say thoo ofthe
len~ ofyour chmmosomc Sa? This unit too came from your father,
but at very probably was not o~lly assembled in him. Following
the earlier reasoning, there is a 99 per cent chance that he received ir
intact from one ofbis two parents. Suppose it was from his mother,
your paternal grandmother. Again, there is a 99 per cenr chance that
she inherited it intact from one of her parents. Eventually. if we trace
the ancesay of a small genetic unit back far enough, we will come to
its original cre2tor. At some stage it musr have been created for the ·
first time inside a testicle Of an ovary of one of your ancestors.
Lct me repear the rather special sense in which I am using the
word 'create'. The smaller sub-units which make up the genetic unit
we are considering may weU have existed long before. Our genetic
unit was created at a particular moment only in the sense that the
particular arrangemmt ofsub- units by which it is defined did not exist
before that moment. The moment of creation may have occurred
quite recently, say in one of your grandparents. But if we consic..ler a
very smaU genetic unit, it may have b een first assembled in a much
more distant ancestor, perhaps an ape- like pre- human ancestor.
Moreover, a small genetic unit inside you may go on just as far into
the future, passing intact through a long line of your descendanrs.
Remember too lhat an individual's descendants constitute not a
single line but a branching Jine. Whichevt.'T of your ancestors It was
who 'c.- reared' a particular- short length of your chromosome 8-.., he or
she very likely has m:my other descendants besides you. One of your
genetic units may also be present' in your second cousin. It may be
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present in me, and in l.he Prime Minister, aod in your dogt for we all
share ancestors if we go back fa.r enough. Also d1e same !.mall unit
might be assembled several rimes independently by chance: if the
unit is small, the coinciden ce is not too improbable:. But even a close
relative is unlikely to share a whole chromosome with you. The
smaller a genetic unit is, the more likely it is that another individ ual
shares it-the more likely it is to be represented many rimes over in
tbe world, in the form of copies.
T he chance coming together, through crossing-over, of previously existing sub-units is the usual way for a new genetic unit to be
formed. Another way--of great evoluponary importance even
tbougb it is rare-is 1.:-alled poinl muration. A point mutation is an
error corresponding to a s ingle misprinted lettt:r in a book. It is rare,
but clearly the longer a genetic unit is, the more likely it is to be
altered by a mutation somewhere along its lt:ngth.
Another rore kind of mistake or mutation which has important
long-term consequences is called itrvenifm. A piece of chromosome
detaches itself ar both ends, turns head over heels, and reattaches
itself in the inverted position. In terms of the earlier analogy, ahi~;
would necessitate some renumbering ofpagt!s. Sometimes portions
of chromosomes du not s imply invert, but become reattached in a
completely different part of the chromosome, or eveu join up with a
different chromosome altogether. This corresponds to the transfrr
of a wad of pages from one volume to another. The importance of
this kind of mistake is that, though usually disastrous, it can
occasionally lead ro the dose linkage of pieces of gent:tic material
which harpen to work weU together. Perhaps two cistrons which
have a beneficial effect only when tlu:y are both present-they
complement or reinforce each other in some wa)'-will be brought
close to each other by means of inversion. Then natural selection
may tend to favour the n ew •genetic unit' so formed, and it will
spread through the furure population. It is pn!.'Sihlc rhat gene
complexes have, over lbe years, been extensively rearranged or
'edited' in this kina of way.
One of the neate~-r examples of this concerns the phenomenon
lcnown as mimicry. Some butterflies bst e nasty. T hey arc usually.
brightly and dis tinctjvely coloured, and birds learn to avoid them by
1heir 'warning' marks. Now other species of butterfly thar do not
taste nasty cash in. They mimic the nasty ones. T hey arc born looking
like them in colour and shape {but not taste). They frequently fool
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human naturalists, and they also fool birds. A bird who has once
tasted a genuinely nasty butterfly tend~; to avoid all butter:Oies that
look the same. This includes the mimics, and so genes for mimicry
are favoured by natural selection. ThaL is how mimicry evolves.
There arc many different species of ' nasty' butterOy and they do
not all look alike. A mimic cannot resemble all of them: it has to
commit itself to one particular nasty species. In gener al? any particular species of mimic is a specialist at mimicking one particular nasty
species. But there are species of mimic that do something very
strange. Some individuals of the species mimic one nasty species;
other individuals mimic another. Any individual who was intermediate or who tried to mimic both would soon be eaten; but such
intermediates are not born. just as an individual is either definitely
male or definitely female, so an individual buuerfly mimics either
one na.c;ty species or the other. One hunerny may mimic species A
while his brother mimics species B.
It looks as though a single gene determines whether an individual
will mimic species A or species B. Bur how can a single gene
determine aU the multifarious aspects of mimicry--colour, shape,
spot pattern, rhythm of flight? The answer is that o ne gene in the
sense of a cistron probabJy cannot. Hut by the unconscious and
~utomatic ' editing' achieved by inversions and otlter accidental
rearrangements of genetic material, a large duster of formerly
separate genes has come logether in a tight linkage group on a
chromosome. The whole cluster behaves like a single gene-indeed,
by our definition it now is a single gene--and it as an 'allele' which is
really another cluster. One cluster contains the cisrrons concerned
with mimicking speciesAi tbe other those concerned with mimicking
species B. Each cluster is so rarely split up by crossing-over that an
intermediate butterfly is never seen in nature, but they do very
occasionally turn up if large numbers of butterflies are bred in the
laboratory.
I am using the word gene to mean a genetic unit that is small
enough to last for a large number ofgenerations and to be distributed
around in the form of many copies. This is not a rigid :aU-()r- nothing
definition, but a kirJd of fading-out definition, like the definition of
'big' or 'old'. The more t.;keJya length ofchromosome is to be split by
crossing-over, or altered by mutations of various kinds, the less it
qualifies to be called a gene in the sense in which lam using the term.
A cistron presumably qualifies, bur so also do larger unit5. A dozen
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cisrrons may be so close to each other on a chromosome that for our
purposes they constitute a single long-lived genetic unit. The
butterfly mimicry cluster is a good example. As the cistrons leave
one body and enter the next, as they board ~;perm or egg for the
journey into the next genenation, they are likely to find that th e litrlc
vessel contains their close ne-ighbours of Ule previous v<>yage, old
shipmateS with whom they sailed on the long odyssey from the
bodies of dist2nt ancestors. Neighhouring cistrons on the same
chromosome form a tightly-knit uoupc of travelling companions
who sddom fail to get on board the same vessel when meiosis time
comes around.
T o be strict, this book should be caUed not The Selfish Ci!tror~ nor
Tlu Selfish Cltromosqme, but The slightly selfish big bit ofchromosome and
the even more st/foh lirtle biJ of,hromosr1me. To say the least thls is not a
catchy ride so, defining a gene as a Hnle bit of chromosome which
potentially lasts for many generations, I call the book Tht Se/fit;h

Gmt.
We have now arrived back at tltc: point we left at the end of
1. There we saw thar selfishness is to be expected in any
entity thai deserves the title of a basic unit of natural selection. We
saw that som e people regard the species as the unit of natural
selection, others the population or group within the species, and yet
others the individual. 1 said that I preferred to think of the gene as
the fundamental unit of natural selection, and therefore the fu ndamental unit of self-interest. What I have now done is to defin~ the
gene in such a way that I cannot ruUy he lp being right!
Natural selection in its most general form means the d ifferential
s urvival ofentities. Some entities live and others die but, in order for
this selective death to have any impact on the world, an additional
condition must be mer. Each entity must exist in the form of lots of
copie!-1, and at least some of the entities must be potentially capabl.e of
s urviving-in the form of copies-for a s ignificant period of evolutionary time. Small genetic unir:s have these properties: iudividua ls,
groups, and species do not. It was the great ac hie\'emem of G regor
Mendel tO show that hereditary units can be treated in practice as
indivisible and independent particles. Nowadays we know that this is
a little too simple. Even a cistron is occasionaUy divis ible and any two
genes o n the same chromosome are not wholly independe nt. What I
have done is to define a gene as a unit which, to a high degree,
ofrprOIU'Ius the ideal of indivisible partic ulareness. A gene is nor
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indivisible, but it is seldom divided. It .is either definitely present or
definitdy absent in the body of any given individual. A gene travels
intact from grandparem to grandchild, passing straight through the
intermediate generation without hdng merged \\oith other genes. If
genes continually blended with each other, natural selection as we
now undt!rstand it would be impossible. Incidentally, this was proved
in Darwin's lifetime, and it caused Darwin great worry since in those
days it was assumed that heredity was a blending process. Mendel's
discovery had already been published, and it could have rescued
Darwin, but aLls he never knew abou t it: nobody seems to have read
it until years after D arwin and Mendel had hoth died. Mendel
perhaps did not realize the significance ofhls findings , otherwise be
might have wri.t ten to Darwin.
Another aspect of the particulatent!ss of the gene is that it does not
grow senile; it is no m on: likely to die when it L') a million years old
than when it is only a hundred. It leaps from body to body down the
generations, manipulating hody after body in its own way and for its
own e uds, abandoning a succession of mortal bodies before they ~.-ink
in senility and death.
The genes are the immortals, or rather, they are defined as genetic
entities that come dose to deserving the title. Wa:, th.e individual
survival ma<:hincs in the world, can expect to live a few mnre
decades. But the genes in the world have an expectarion of life that
must be measured not in decades but in lbousands and millions of

years.
ln sexually reproducing species, the individua I is too large and too
temporary a genetic unit to qualify as a significant unit of natural
selection.• The group of individuals is an even larger unit. Genetically speaking, individuals and groups are like douds in the sky or
dust·stonns in the desert. They are temporary aggregations or
federations. They are not stable through evolutionary time. Populationc; may last a long while, but they are constantly blending with
other popul.:ations and so losing their identity. They are also subjc:ct
to evolutionary change from within. A population is not a discrete
enough entity to be a unit of natural selection, no t s table and unitary
enough to be 'selected' in pre ference to another popula tio n.
An indhidual body seems discrete enough while it las t:s, but alas,
how long is that? Each individual is unique. You cannot get evolution
by selecting between entities when there is o nly o ne copy of each
entiry! Sexual reproduction is not replication. Just as a populatio n is
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contaminated by other populations, so an individwl's posterity is
contaminated hy that of his sexual partner. Your cnildren are only
halfyou, your grandc hild reo mtly a quarter you. In a few generations
the most you can hope for is a large number of descemJants, each of
whom bears only a tiny pmtion of you-a few genes-even if a few do
bear your surname as weU.
individuals are not stabJe things, they are fleeting. Chromosomes too are shuffled into oblivion, like hands o f can.ls soon afte r
they are de alt. But the cards themselves survive the shuffiing. The
cards are the genes. The genes arc not destroyed by crossing-ove r,
they merely change partners and march nn. Of eourse they march
on. Thar is their business. They are the replicators and we are
the ir survival macbine.s . When we have served our purpose we are
cast aside. But genes are denizens of geological time: genes are
forever.
Genes, like diamonds, are forever, but not quite in the same way as
tli:amonds. It is an indhidual diamond crystal that lasts, as an
unalrered pattern of atoms. DNA molecules don't have that kind of
permanence. The life of any one physkal DNA molecule is quite
short-perhaps a matter of months, ce rtainly not more than one
life lime. But a DNA molecule could theoretically live on in the form
ofGOIUs of itself for a huntlred million years. Moreover, just like the
ancient replicators in the primeval soup, copies of a particular gene
may ~ distributed all over the wo rld. The difference is that the
modem versions arc aU neatly packaged inside the bodies of s urvival
machines.
What I am doing is emphasizing the potential near·immorl ality of
a gene, in the form of copies, as its defining propeny. To define a
gene as a single cistron is good for some purposes, but fo r the
purposes of evolutionary theory it needs to be e nlarged . The e>."tent
of the e nlargement is determined by the purpose of the definition.
We want to find the practk al unit of natural selection. To do this we
begin by identifying the properties that a successful unit of natural
selection must have. In the terms of the last chapter, these are
lo ngevity, fecundity, and copying-fidelity. We the n simply define a
'gene' as the largest entity which, at lt:ast potentially, has these
properties. Tbe gene is a long·lived replkator, existing in the form of
many duplicate copies. lt is not infinitely long- lived. Even a diamond
is not literally everlasting, and even a cistron can be cut in two by
crossing-ove r. The gene is defined as a piece o f chromosome which
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is sufficiently short for it to last, potentially, for long mough for it to

function as a significant unit of narural selection.
Exactly bow long is 'long enough'? There is no hard and fast
answer. It will depend on how severe I he narural selection 'pressure'
is. That is, on how much more likely a 'bad' genetic unit is to die than
its 'good, allele. Thls is a matter ofquantitative detail which will vary
from example to example. The largest practical unit of narural
selection-the gene-will usually be found to lie somewhere on the
scale between cistrun and chromosome.
lt is it.s potential immortlllity that makes a gene a good candidate as
the basic Wlit of oarural selection. Dut oow tbe time has come to
stress the word 'potential'. A g-ene um li\•e for a million years, but
many new genes do not even make it past their 6~1: generation. Tbe
few new ones that succeed do so partb' because they are lucL-y, but
mainly because Lhey have what it takes, and that means they are good
at making survival machines. T hey have an effect on the embryonic
development of each successive body in which they find themselves,
such that that bo~y is a little bit more likely to live and reproduce than
it w•mld have been under the influence of the rival gtneor allele. for
example, a 'good' gene might ensure ils survival by tending to endow
the successive bodies jn wruch it finds itself with long legs, which
help those bodies to ~pe from predators. This is a particular
enmple, not a univen;al one. Long legs, after all, are not always an
asset To a mole they would be n handicap. Rather than bog
ourselves down in details, can we dUnk ofany universal qualities that
we would e:xpcct to find in all goo<! (i.e. long-lived) genes? Conversely. what are the properties that instantly mark a gene out as a
'bad', short-lived one? TI1ere might be several such w1iversaJ
properties, but there is one that is particularly relevnnt to this book;
at the gene level, altrUism must be bad and selfishness good. This
follows inexorably from our definitions of altruism ami selfishness.
Genes are competing directly with their aUeles for survival, since
their aUcles in the gene puol are rivals for their slot on rhe
chromosomes of future generations. Any gene that behaves in such a
way as to increase its own survival chances in the gene pool at the
expense of its alleles will, by de:finit:ion, tautologously, tend to
survive. The gene is the ba'iic unit of selfishness.
The main message of this chapter has now been stated. But 1 have
glossed over some complications and hidden assumptions. T he first
complication has already been briefly mentioned. However
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independent and free genes may be in th.eir journey through the
generations, they are very much nor free and independent agems in
their conrrol of embryonic development. They collaborate and
inrera.cr in inextricably complex ways, both with each other, and with
their external environment. Expressions like 'gene for long legs' or
'gene for altruistic behaviour' are convenient figures of speech, butjt
is important to understand what they mean. There is no gene wh.ich
single-handedly builJs a leg, long or short Building a leg is a multigene cooperative enterprise. Influences frum lh~ eXternal environment too are indispensable: alter aU, legs are acrually made of food!
But there may well be a single gene which, nther things bring e'lual,
tends to make legs longer than they would have been unt.l~r the
influence of the gene's allele.
As an analogy, think of the influence of a fertilizer, say nitrate, on
the growth of wheat. Everybody knows tbar wheat plants grow bigger
in the presence of nitrate than in its absence. But nobody would be so
foolish as to claim that, on its own, nitrate cao make a whear plane.
Seed, soil, sun, water, and various minerals are obviously aU necessary as weU. But ifalllheseother factors are held constan~ and even if
they are allowed to vary 'Nithin limits, addition of nitrate will make
the wheat plants grow bigger. So it is with single geues in the
development of an embryo. Embryolllic development is controlled by
an interlocking web of relationships so complex that we had be!>'t not
contemplate it. No one factor, genetic or cn,ironmental, can be
considered as the single 'cause' of any part of a b-o~by. All parts of a
baby have a near infinite number of antecedent causes. Dut a
differtnce between one baby and another, for example a di ITenmce in
length ofleg, might easily be traced to one or a few simple antecedent
differences, either in environment or in genes. l t is diflermas that
matter in the competitive StrUggle to survive; and it is genericaUyconttolled differences that matter in evolution.
As far as a gene is concerned, its alleles are its deadly rivals, but
other genes are just a part of its environment, comparable to
temperature, food, predators, or companions. The effect of the gene
depends on its environment, and this includes other genes.
Sometimes a gene has one effect in th~ presence ofa particular other
gene, and a complerely different effect .iiJ the presence of anotJter set
of companion genes. The whole sel. of genes in a body constitutes a
kind of genetic climate or background. modifying and influencing
rhe effects of any particular gene.
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But now we seem to have a paradox. If building a baby is such an
intricate cooperative venture, and if every gene needs several
thousaoc.Js of fellow genes to complete irs task, how can we reccmcilt!
this with my picture of indivisible genes, springing like immortal
chamois from body to body down the ages: the free, untrammellt:d,
and self-seeking agents of life? Was that all nonsense? Not at all. I
may have got a bit carried away with the purple passages, but I was
nor talking nonsense, and there is no real paradox. We can explain
this by means of another analogy.
One oarsman on his own cannor win the Oxford and Cambridge
boat race. He needs eight colleagues. Each one is a specialist who
always sits in a particular pan of the boat-bow or stToke or cox etc.
Rowing the boat is a cooperative venture, but some men an~
nevertheless better at it than others. Suppose a coach has w choose
bis ideal crew from a pool ofcandidates, some specializing in the bow
position, others specializing as cox, and so on. Suppose that he
makes his selection as follows . Every day he puts together three new
Dial crews, by random shuffling of the candidates for each position,
and he makes the three crews race againsr each other. After some
weeks of this it will start ro emerge lhat the winning hoal often tends
to contain the same individual men. These are marked up as good
oarsmen. Other individuals seem consistently to be found in slower
crews, and these are eventually rejected. Bm even an outstandingly ·
good oarsman might sometimes be a member of a slow c:rew, either
because of the inferiority of the other members, or because of bad
luck-say a. strong adverse wind. It is only 011 average that I he best
men tend to be in the winning boat.
The oarsmen are genes. The rivals for each scat in the boat are
alleles potentially capable of occupying the same slot along the
length ofa chromosome. Rowing fast corresponds to building a body
which is successful at suniving. The wind is the external environment. · fhe pool of alternative candidates is the gene pool. A.<t far as
the survival of any one body is concerned, all its genes are in the same
boat. Many a good gene gets into bad company, and finds itself
.sharing a body with a lethal gene, which kills the body off in
.childhood. Then the good gene is destroyed along with the rest. But
thjs is only one body, and replicas of Lhe same good gene live on in
oilier bodies which Jack the lethal gene. Many copies of good b>encs
are dragged under because rhey happen to s hare a body with bad
genes, and many perish through other forms of ill luck, say when
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their body is struck by lightning. But by ckfinirion luck. good and
bad, strikes at random, and a gene that is conristmJ!y on the losing
side is not unlucky; ir is a bad gene.
One of the qualities of a good oarsman is teamwork, the ability tu
fit in and cooperate with the rest of a crew. This may be just as
important as strong muscles. As we saw in the case of the butterilie.-.,
natural selcL'tion may unconsciously 'edit' a gene complex by means
of inversions and other gross movements of bits of chromosome,
thereby bringing genes that cooperate well together into d osely
linked groups. But there is also a sense in wbich genes which are in
no way linked to eacb othe.r physically can be selected for their
mutual compatibility. A gene that cooperates well with most of the
other genes that it is likely to mecr in successive bodies, i.e . the genes
in the whole of the rest of the gene pool, will tend to have an
advantage.
For example, a number of attributes are desirnble in an efficient
carnivore's body, among them sharp cutting teeth, the right kiutl of
intes tine for digesting mea~ and many other things. An efficient
heTbivore, on the other hand, needs flat grinding teeth, and a much
longer intestine with a different kind of digestive chemistry. In a
herbivore gene pool, any new gene that conferred on i1s possessors
sharp meat-eating teeth would not be very successful. This is not
because meat-eating is universally a bad idea, but because you
cannot efficiently eat meat unless you also have the right sort of
intestine, and all the other attributes of a meat-eating way of life.
Genes for sharp, meat-caring teeth are not inherently bad genes.
They are only bad genes in a gene-pool that is dominated by genes
for herbivorous qualities.
This is a subtle, complicated idea. It is complicated because the
'environment' of:a gene consists largely ofother genes, each of which
is itselfbeing selected for its ability to cooperate w ith its environment
of other genes. An analogy adequate to cope with this s ubtle poim
docs exist, but it is not from everyday experience. lt is the analogy
with human 'game theory', which will be introduced in Chapter 5 in
connection with aggressive contests between individual animals. I
therefore postpone further discussion of this point until the end of
that chapter, and rerum to the central message of this one. TIUs is
that the basic unit of natural selection is best regarded not as the
species, nor as the population, nor even a'> the individual, but as some
small unit of genetic marerial which it is convenient to label the gene.
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The cornerstone uf me argument, as given earlier, was r.he
assumption tbat genes are potentially immortal, while bodies and
all other higher w1iLS are temporary. This assumption rests upon
two facts: the fact of sexual repruduction and crossing-over, ~nd
the fact of indjvidual morralicy. These facts are undeniably true.
But this does nor stop us asking why they are true. Why do we
and most other survival madtincs practise sexual reproduction?
\-\'hy do our chromosomes cross over? And why do we no1 live for
ever?
Tbe question of why we die of old age is a complex one, and the
detail~ are beyond the scope of this book. In addition to particular
reasons, some mnre general ones bave been proposed. For example,
one theory is that senility represents an accumulation of deleterious
copying errors ami other kinds of gene damage which oceur during
the im.lividuaJ's Jjfetime. Another theory, due to Sir Peter Medawar,
is a good example of evolutionary thinking in terms of gene selection .., Medawar first dismisses traditional arguments s uch as: (Old
individuals die as an act of altruism to the rest of the species, because
if they stayed around when they were too decrepit to reproduce. they
would clutter up the world to no good purpose.' As Mcdawar points
out, this is a circular argument, assuming what it sets ouL to prove,
namely that old anjmaJs arc too decrepit to reproduce. It is also a
na'ive group-selection or species-selection kind of explanation,
although that part of it could be rephrased more respectably.
Medawar's own theory bas a beautiful logic. We can build up to it as

follows.
We have already asked what arc the most general aiTiibutes of a
'good' gene, and we decided that 'selfishness' was one of them. But
another general quality tha1 successful genes will have is a tendency
to postpone the death of their survival machines at least until afle~
reproduction. No doubt some of your cousins and gre;st- uncles died
in childhood, but nor a single one of your ancestors did. Ancestors
just don't die young!
A gene that makes it possessors die is ~lied a lethal gene. A sem ilethal gene bas some debilitating effect, such that it Tll3kes death
from other causes more probable. Any gen e exerts its maximum
effect on bodies ar some particular stage of life, and lethals and semilethals are nor exceptions. Most genes exert their influence during
foetal life. others during childhood, other during young adulthood,
others in middle age, and yet others in old age. (Reflect r.bar a
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caterpillar and the butterfly it turns into have exacTly the same set of
genes.) Obviously lethal genes will ttmd to be removed from rhc gene
pool But equaUy obviously a late-acting lethal will be more stable in
the gene pool than an early-acting lethal. A gem~ that is lethal in an
older body may still be successful in the gene pool, provided its lethal
effect does not show itself until after the body ha'> had rime to do at
least some reproducing. For instance, a gene that made old bodies
develop cancer could be passed on to numerous offspring because
the individuals would reproduce before they got cancer. On tbt:
other hand, a gene that made young adult bodies develop cancer
would ont be passed on ro very many offspring, and a gene that made
young children develop fatal cancer would not be passed on to any
offspring at aU. According to chis theory then, senile decay is simply a
by-product of the accumulation in the gene pool oOate-acting lethal
and semi-lethal gen es, which have been allowed to slip through the
net of natural selection simply hecmse they are late-acting.
The aspect thatMedawar himself emphasizes is that selection will
favour genes that have the effect of postponing the operation of
other, lethal genes, and il will a.lso favour genes that have the effect of
hastening the effecl of good genes. It may be that a great deal of
evolution consists of genetically- controlled changes
the time of
onset g~ne a<.-rivity.
It is important to notice that this theory does not need to make any
prior assumptions aboul reproduction occurring only at certain ages.
Taking as a stuting assumption that all individuals were cq~ally
likely to have a child at any age, the Medawar theory would qu1ckly
predict the accumulation in the gene pool of late-acting deleterious
genes, and the tendency to reproduce less in old age would follow as
a secondary consequence.
As an aside, one of the good features of this theory is that ir leads
us to some rather interesting speculations. for instance it foUows
from i1 that if we wanted to increase the buman life span, there are
two general ways in which we could do it. Firstly, we caul~ b an
reproduction before a certnin age, say fony. After some cenrunes of
this the minimum age limit would be raised to fifty, and so on. It is
conceivable that human longevicy could be pushed up ro several
centuries by this means. I cannot imagine tMI anyone would
seriously want tO insrinne such a policy.
Secondly we could try to 'fool' genes into thinking that lhe body
they are sitting in is younger than it really is. In practice this would
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mean identifying changes in the internal chemical environment of a
hoqy that take place during ageing. Any of these could b e the 'cues'
lhat 'tum on' late-acting lethal genes. By simulating tht! superficial
chemical properties of a young body it might be possible to prevent
the tuming on ofbte-acting deleterious genes. The interesting point
is that chemical signals of old age need not in any normal sense be
deleterious in themselves. For .instance, suppose that it incidt:ntally
happens to be a fact that a substance S is more concenb'ated in the
bodies of old individuals than of young individuals. Sin itself might
be quite harmless, perhaps some substance in the food which
accumulates in the body over time. But automatically, any gene that
just happened to exert a deleterious effect in the presence of S, but
which otherwise had a good effect, would be positively selected in
the gene pool, and would in effect bt a gene ' for' dying of old age.
The cure would simply be to remove S from the body.
What is revolutionary about this idea is that Sitselfis only a ' label'
for old age. Any doctor who noticed that high conce ntrations of S
tendetl to Lead to death, would probably think of S as a kind of
poison, and wouJd rack his brains to find a direct causal link between
S and bodily malfunctioning. But in the case of our hypothetical
example, he might be wasting his time!
.
There mighr also he a substance Y, a 'label' for youth in the sense
that it was more concentrated in young bodies than in old ones. Once
again, genes might be selected that would have good effects in me
presence of Y, but which would be d eleterious in its absence.
Without having any way of !mowing what S or Yare-thert! could be
many such substances-we can simply make the general prediction
that the more you cau sirnulale or mimk the properties of a young
body in an old one, however superficial these properties may seem,
the longe r should that old body live.
1 must emphasize that these are just speculations based on the
Medawar theory. Although there is a sense in which the Medawar
theory logically must have some truth in it, thic; does not mean
necessarily that it is the right explanation for any given practical
example of senile decay. What martcrs for present purposes is that
the gene-selection view of evolution has no difficulty in accounting
for the tendency of individuals to die when they get old. The
assumption of indhridual mortllity, which lay at the hean of our
argument in this chapter, is justifiable within the framework of the

theory.
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The other assumption I h ave glossed over, that of the existence of
semal reproduction and crossing-over, is more difficult .to j~stify.
Cmssing~over does not always have to happen. !Vi~le ~rutt-fh~ do
not do it. There is a gene tbat bas the effect of suppressmg c rossmgover in females as well. lf we were to breed a population of flies in
which this gene was universal, the thromosoml! in a ' chrom~Jsom e
pool' would become the basi<.: indivisible unit of narural selecnon. In
fact if we followed our definition to its logical conclusion, a whole
,
chromosome
would have to be Tegar d e d as one •gene•.
Then again, alternatives to sex do exist. female gree110ics can
bear live, fatherless, female offspring, each one containing all rhe
genes ofirs mother. (Incidentally, an e mbryo in her mother's •womb'
may have an even smaller embryo inside her uwn womb. So a
greenfly female may give birth to a dau~bter and a grand-~aug~ter
simultaneously, both of them being equtvahmt to h~r own tdenncal
twins.) Many plants propagate vegetatively by sendmg out suckers._
In this case we might prefer to speak of growth ratht!r than o!
reproduction; but then, if you think about it, there is _rather Little
distinction between gro~ and non-sexual reproducnon. anyway,
since both occur by simple mitotic cell division. Somenmes the
plants produced by vegetative reproduction become detached fr?m
the 'parent'. In other cases, fi1r instance elm trees! the connecnng
suckers remain intacL In fact an entire elm wood mtght be regarded
as a single individual.
So, the question is: if grcenflies and elm trees don't_do it, why do
the rest of us go to such lengths to mix our genes up wtth somebody
else's before we make a baby? It does seem an odd way to proceed .
Why did sex, that bizarre perversion of straightforward replication,
ever arise in me first place? What is the good of sex?"'
This is an extremely difficult q uestion .fo: tht! evolmi_o~jsr w
answer. Most serious attempts to answer tt mvohe sophisncated
mathematical reasoning. l :am frankly going to evade il except tn say
one thing. Tbjs is that at least some of the difficulty that theorists
have wim c:\'J>Iaining the evolution of sex results from th~ f~a that
they habitually think of the individual as trying to maXlml2e the
number of his genes that survive. ln these terms, sex appears
paradoxical because it is an 'inefficient' way for an individu_al ~o
propagate her genes: each child has only so per cent of the md1~
vidual's genes, the other so per cent being provide_d by the sexual
partner. lf only, like a green fly, she would bud -ofT ch1ldren who were
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exact replicas of herself, she would pass 100 per cent of her genes on
to the next generation in the body of cver:y child. This apparem
paradQx has driven some theorists to embrace group-sclectioni~;m ,
since it is relatively easy to think ofgroup- leveladvant11ges for sex. A.~
W . F. Roclmer has succinctly put it, sex ' facilitates the accumulation
in a single individual of advantageous mutations which arose
separately mdi fferent individuals.'
But the paradox seems less paradoxical if we follow I he argument
of this book, and treat the individual as a survival machine built by a
short- lived confederation oflong-lived genes. 'Efficiency' from the
whole indi\~duaJ's point of view is then seen to b e irrelevant.
Sexuality versus non-sexuality will be regarded as an atuibute under
single-gene contra~ just like blue eyes versus brown eyes. A gene
'for' sexuality manipulates all the other genes for its own selfish ends.
So does a gene for crossing-over. The re are even genes-called
mutators-thal manipulate the rates of copying- errors in other
genes. By definition, a copying error is to the disadvantage of the
gene which is miscopied. But if it is to the advanlag~ of the selfish
mutator gene that induces it , the mutator can spread through the
gene pool. Similarly, if crossing-over benefits a gene for crossingover, rhlat is a sufficient explanatiou for the existence of crossingover. And ifsexual, as opposed to non-sexual, reproduction b enefi ts
a gene for sexual reproduction, that is a sufficient explanation for the
existence of sexual reproduction. Whether or not it benefits aU the
rest of an individual's genes is compar.ativdy irreJevanr. Seen from
the seJ1ish gene's point of view, sex is not so bizarre after all.
Tius comes perilously close to being a circ.:nlar argument, since
the existence of sexuality is a precondition for the whole chain of
reasoning that leads to the ge ne being regarded as the unit of
selcctioJ). I believe there arc ways of escaping from the circularity,
but this book is not the place to pursue the question. Sex exists. T hat
much is true. It is a consequence of sex and c rossing-over that the
small genetic unit or gene can be regarded as the neal'el>i. thing we
have to a fundamental, independent agent of evolution.
Sex is not the only apparent paradox that becomes less puzzling
the moment we learn to think in selfish gene l.enns. For instance, it
appears that the amount of DNA in organisms .is more than is strictly
necessary for building them: a large fr.a ction of the DNA is never
translated into protein. From the poiot of view of the individual
organism this seems par.adoxicaJ. If dte 'purpose' of DNA is to
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supervise the building of bodies, it is surprising Lo find a large
quantity of DNA wrudt does no such thing. Biologists are racking
their brains trying ro think what useful task this apparently s urplus
DNA is doing. But from the point of view
1he selfish genes
themselves, Lben~ i~ no paradint. The true ~pu rpose' of D NA is to
survive, no more and no less. The simplest way to explain the surplus
DNA is to suppose that it is a parasite, or at best a harmless but
useleSs passenger, hitching a ride in the survival machines cren.ted by
the other DNA.•
Some people object to what they see as an excessively genecentred view ofevolution . M ter aU, they argue, it is whole individuals
with all their genes who actual)y live or die. I hope I have saitl enough
in this chapter tu show rh at there .is really no disagreement hcre. Just
as whole boats win or lose races, it is indtxd individuals who live or
die, and the immedialt: manifestation of natural selection is nearly
always at the individual level. But the long- te rm consequences of
non -random individual de.a th and reproductive success are
manifested in the form of changing gene frequencies in the ge ne
pool. With reservations, the gene pool plays the same role for the
modem replicators as the primeval soup did for the original ones.
Sex and chromosomal crossing-over have the effect of preserving
the liquidity of the modem equivale nt of the soup. B~ca.use of se1e
and c rossing-over the gene pool is kept well stirred, and the genes
partially shuffled. Evolution is the process by which some genes
become more numerous and others less numerous in the gene pool.
It is good to get into the habit, whenever we are trying to explain the
evolution of some characteristic, such as altruistic behaviour, of
asking ourselves simply: 'what effect will this characteris1ic have on
frequencies of genes in the gene pool?' At times, gene language gets
a bit tedious, and for b revity and vividness we shall lapse into
metaphor. But we shall always keep a sceptical eye on our metaphors,
to make sure they can be translated back into gene language if
necessary.
As far as the gene is concerned, the gene pool is just the new sort
of soup where it makes its living. All that has changed is that
nowadays it makes its Uving by cooperating with successive b'Toups of
companions drawn from the gene pool in building one mortal
survival machine afrer another. It is to survival machines the mselves,
and the sense in which genes may be said to control their behaviour,
that we tum in
next c hapter.
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